Introduction
Option pricing models were first presented by Black and Scholes (1973) , and Merton (1973) . It is well-known that an American call option on a stock that pays no dividends during the life of the option will not be exercised early, and hence can be evaluated as a European stock option with the standard Black-Scholes formula. If the underlying stock does pay a dividend during the life of the option, however, early exercise could possibly be an optimal choice and further investigation becomes interesting. Moreover, the pricing of American options becomes more complicated as the randomness of the interest rates becomes further involved. Therefore, most pricing models for such American options are either constructed by numerical methods or by approximation solutions.
American options were analytically evaluated as early 1977 by Roll (1977) who constructed a replicating portfolio, and presented a pricing model for American stock call options with given dividends; later, Geske (1979) modified the Roll (1977) model to evaluate compound options for an underlying stock paying a single dividend during the life time of the option. This model is called the Roll-Geske-Whaley model, referring to Roll (1977) , Geske (1979 Geske ( , 1981 , and Whaley (1981) .
The randomness of the influence of interest rates on option pricing, on the other hand, has been discussed by Ho and Lee (1986) . Assuming the log-normal distribution property of the stock price process and combining this with an appropriate discount factor process, Wilhelm (2001) derived a closed-form solution to the modeling of European call stock options under stochastic interest rates.
The purpose of this article is to developed closed form pricing formula for American stock call options with one given dividend, subject to the Ho-Lee stochastic interest rates model. The correlation between the underlying stock price and the discount factor is explicitly expressed. And numerical analyses illustrate that the correlation between the underlying stock price and the discount factor imposes a discernible influence on both the dynamics of the option price and the delta hedge ratio. Furthermore, the impacts of the dynamic for distinct initial stock prices, are inspected as well. These offer profitable information that can be applied in the real financial market. The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In the next section the valuation model is established, and the conditions and closed-form formulae for finding the option pricing and delta hedge ratio for the discussed American stock call option are derived. Numerical illustrations for comparative analyses, for both pricing and delta hedging, are then conducted. In the final section some conclusion are discussed. Parts of the detailed proof of the closed-form pricing formula are relegated to the Appendix.
Review of Some Related Models
In this article, an analytical pricing formula for an American call option with one known dividend D to be disposed of at time t , before the maturity date T , under the discussed stochastic interest rate considerations is derived. Before introducing the two above mentioned models separately, some notations employed throughout this article are stated as follows:
S : the underlying stock price Black and Scholes (1973) and the term structure model by Ho and Lee (1986) . The randomness in the model is based on a well-defined probability space A . An economy where all the securities evolve is assumed to be governed by a stochastic discount factor, so a positive stochastic process, denoted by{ } v Q , is adapted to the given filtration,{ } u A . For any security which pays the u A for the measurable random amount u p at time u , the price at time
Suppose that the discussed security does not pay out any cash during the period ) , ( u τ . For simplicity, the dynamic behavior of the stochastic discount factor can be specified as 
Since there is a fixed cash dividend of D dollars at time t , the underlying stock price prior to t will involve the effect of paying the dividend. To evaluate the option at time 0, the associated stock price at time 0 must be adjusted so that the dynamics of the stock price throughout its life time can be modeled. Let the stock price containing dividends be denoted by S , and the stock price without dividends be ' S . Since the value of ' S 0 is equal to 0 S then after subtracting the present value of the dividend, that is,
In this article, the dynamics of Q and S at the expiration date T , are expressed by 
Therefore, the joint relation between S and Q , after the setting of stochastic interest rates, can be established by expression (2). Here, ρ is the correlation coefficient between the two processes, { } 
(c) A long position in a European stock call option with time to maturity t and exercise price t S , and again the underlying asset is the same stock as the replicated American call targets.
It is easy to determine that the synthetic portfolio of the stated European options (a), (b) and (c) is a replicating portfolio when used for the American stock call option, with known dividends and constant interest rate. And the closed form pricing formula for each investment can be explicitly obtained. 
Proposed Model
(C). A long position in a European stock call option with time to maturity t and exercise price * t S . Again the underlying asset is the same stock as the replicated American call option.
Some analytical results
In this subsection, the equivalence of the aforementioned synthetic portfolio, combining (A), (B) and (C), and the discussed American stock call option, will be proved analytically under some conditions. First, at time zero, prices for each of the European options, (A), (B) and (C), denoted by
are obtained as follows:
, and
, a fixed number.
Proof. Cf. Appendix 1.
Corollary 1: At time t , the ex-dividend date, the price of the European option (A) is
, where
Proof. Adopted from Theorem 1 immediately.
To prove that the synthetic portfolio of the defined European stock call options (A), (B) and (C), is a replicating portfolio for the discussed American stock call option, it is sufficient to show that
is an increasing function of t S , where
after algebra, the following partial derivative is obtained,
It is obvious that . Let * ρ satisfy the equation
. The results can be summarized as follows:
Corollary 2: If we set * ρ to satisfy the equation
is an increasing function of t S , when the value of ρ satisfies the inequality * < ρ ρ .
For simplicity, we suppose that * < ρ ρ ; therefore
is an increasing function of t S in the following discussion. Furthermore let * t S be the unique solution
otherwise it will be held to maturity, if
To prove that the synthetic portfolio of the defined European stock call options (A), (B) and (C) is a replicating portfolio for the discussed American stock call option, each payoff function can be reduced to two exclusive cases expressed by cash flows.
(I). Direct Cash flows of the discussed American stock call option
, and the option will be exercised immediately. The value of the discussed American stock call option is thus
, and consequently, the option will be held to maturity, with the value
(II). Cash flows of the discussed replicating portfolio At time t , if
. Therefore, the cash flow of the European compound option (B) is
, the cash flow of the European stock call option (C) at time t is * t t S S − . In summary, the total cash flows of the replicating portfolio are
. This value is exactly the same as that computed by directly analyzing the cash flows for the discussed American stock call option.
On the other hand, if
. Therefore, both options in (B) and (C) are zero and the total cash flows of the replicating portfolio are
− . Again, this value is exactly the same as that computed by directly analyzing the cash. The stated cash flows at time t are summarized in Table 1 .
Therefore, when the condition that * < ρ ρ holds, irregardless of whether Theorem 2: Suppose that * < ρ ρ , then the synthetic portfolio combining by, the European options (A), (B) and (C), is a replicating portfolio for the discussed American stock call option, with price 0 C , which is
Theoretically, the existence of a replicating portfolio for the discussed American stock call option is proved. Unfortunately, the value of * ρ depends upon t S , the stock price at time t , which is unknown when the current time is at time zero. Nevertheless, Theorem 2 is definitely applicable when 0 ≤ ρ . Usually, in most situations, the value of the correlation coefficient ρ will be negative, thus the price of the discussed American stock call option is , the correlation between the stock price process and the discount factor process, is negatively correlated. The time zero price of the discussed American stock call option, with a fixed cash dividend of D dollars paid at time t , before the maturity date T , under the discussed stochastic discount factor process, is then given by 
where ( ) 
Numerical Illustrations
Static analyses of the closed-form solutions for both option pricing and delta hedge ratio are offered in this section with the goal of offering detailed insight into their sensitivity to the some various parameter settings. A set of parameters, called the base case, is: Table 2 show that as long as the stock price at time t is a moderate in-the money situation, say,
, the increasing property of ( ) t S f in t S , is ensured; furthermore, the price of the discussed American stock call option defined by equation (6), could be straightforwardly applied.
The following numerical illustrations are presumed to be under the condition that the stock price at time t satisfies 8 . 1 ≤ K S t . The variation in the American stock call option prices under various amounts of cash dividends and correlation coefficients with different stock values is illustrated in Figure 1 . At all option-value statues, the option price decreases as the cash dividend increases; for a fixed correlation the difference is about 1 dollar when the amount of the cash dividend ranges from 0.5 to 5.5. This is because a larger cash dividend causes a lower post-dividend stock price, thereby resulting in a diminishing call option price. On the other hand, the option price increases as the correlation coefficient increases. This agrees with the commonly accepted economic principle that a boom in the stock market goes along with a sag in the short-term interest rate market. The impact of the correlation, however, is not as dominant as the cash dividend; for a fixed amount of cash dividends, the extreme variation is around 0.1 dollar when the correlation ranges from -0.8 to 0.8.
In the following numerical analyses we focus on the difference between the Roll-Geske-Whaley model and the results derived from our model. The ρ parameter, the correlation coefficient between the stock price and the discount factor, plays an important role in the comparisons. The percentage difference between equation (6) and (8), called the price difference, is defined by % 100
, and the percentage difference between equations (7) and (9), called the delta hedge ratio difference, is defined by
The variation of the option price difference under various correlation coefficients and values is illustrated in Figure 2 . For all option-value statues, the option price difference increases as the correlation coefficient increases; in fact, the price difference is negative under a negative correlation coefficient, and it turns positive whenever the stock price and the discount factor are positively correlated. This means that when the stock price and discount factor are negatively correlated, the theoretical option price should be lower than the one computed from Roll-Geske-Whaley model; on the other hand, when they are positively correlated, the theoretical option price may be underestimated by Roll-Geske-Whaley model. In addition, the largest price difference occurs when the stock price and the discount factor are highly correlated, reaching an absolute amount of 3%.
The sensitivity of the option price difference with respect to the correlation coefficient, as illustrated in Figure 2 and Figure 3 , also relies on the state of the initial stock price. When the initial stock price is low, the price difference of the out-of-the-money American stock call option is more sensitive to the variation of the correlation coefficient; in contrast, the sensitivity of the option price difference with respect to the change of correlation coefficient is smaller when the option is at-the-money or in-the-money. This is because the option is of the American type and so would be exercised early if the stock price is high enough. Nonetheless, when the American option is out-of-the-money at present, it should be held, to wait for a more benign evolution of the stock price. Since the out-of-the-money option depends on the uncertainty of future market behavior, the correlation coefficient between the stock price and the discount factor imposes a rather heavier impact on it.
The dynamics of the delta hedge ratio difference under various correlation coefficients at distinct stock values are demonstrated in Figure 4 and Figure 5 . Similar to the price difference pattern, the delta hedge ratio difference increases as the correlation coefficient enhanced, for all option-value statues. Although the largest delta hedge ratio difference still occurs when the stock price and the discount factor are highly correlated, the extreme absolute amount, reaching around 2.5%, is smaller than that aforementioned the price difference.
In addition, the sensitivity of the delta hedge ratio difference with respect to the correlation coefficient is also reliant on the state of the initial stock price. The delta hedge ratio difference of the out-of-the-money option is more sensitive to a variation in the correlation when the initial stock price is low; when the option is at-the-money or in-the-money, on the other hand, the sensitivity of the delta hedge ratio difference with respect to changes in the correlation coefficient is smaller. The analysis of this pattern is analogous to that for the price difference. Furthermore, the dynamics of the delta hedge ratio difference are rather stable; in particular, the delta hedge ratio difference remains steady when the option is in-the-money, and the initial stock price is 35.
Conclusions
In this article, an analytical formula for evaluating American stock call options with a given dividend under stochastic interest rates is derived. By fabricating the proper correlation between the underlying stock price process and the discount factor process, we can construct an equivalent replicating portfolio under suitable conditions, and the closed-form solutions for both option price and delta hedge ratio can then be analytically derived.
As indicated by the numerical illustrations, the discussed American stock call option is sensitive to variations in the cash dividend amount and the introduced correlation coefficient. The dynamics of the call option value varies for different stock prices, and is most influenced by changes in the cash dividend amounts. Numerical analyses show that a positive correlation brings a higher option price and delta hedge ratio, and a negative correlation leads to a lower one. In particular, absolute values of both price difference and delta hedge ratio difference reach a maximum when the stock price and the discount factor are highly correlated. Moreover, despite the fact that both the option price and delta hedge ratio dynamics are affected by variations in the correlation coefficients, the numerical results reveal that it is the option price rather than the delta hedge ratio that is more sensitive to a change in the correlation coefficient, in all cases. These results should help researchers and participants be better informed and make accurate decisions for dealing with this specific American stock call option in the real financial market.
Appendix
Before developing the proofs, for convenience, some preliminary notations and facts are stated without proof as follows: (2) ( ) 
Similarly, set
.
Appendix B
Proof of equation (2) of Theorem 1: 
From the expression of ) ( A t C in Corollary 1, the second term is re-written as:
The remaining work is to respectively compute the three conditional expectations: (2) 
